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ABSTRACT: The challenging task of creating an accurate and up-to-date map of the
fast changing world can be easily solved by means of crowdsourcing. OpenStreetMap
(OSM) is a good example of this approach. However, the quantification of quality
and suitability of OSM for certain applications is necessary as this database is
primarily constructed by amateurs. Researchers have proposed several parameters to
assess the quality of OSM. It is found that most of the current research in this area
focusses on geometric accuracy and is confined to road networks. This paper analyses
the logical and semantic accuracy of OSM and includes other geographic features
along with street network.
1. Introduction
With the advent of Web 2.0 there has been a rapid increase in the generation of User
Generated Content (UGC). From serious research to gossip, the accessibility and
affordability of communication technology has made UGC ubiquitous. OpenStreetMap
(OSM) popularly referred to as “Wikification of Geographic Information Sciences (GIS)”
(Sui 2008) is a good example of UGC where citizens contribute in the production of
geographic information.
Founded by Steve Coast in July 2004 in London, OSM is a collaborative project that aims to
provide a freely accessible and editable map of the world in raster and vector formats. This is
accomplished by means of crowdsourcing i.e., the task of generating the geographic database
of the world is outsourced to the common people located across the world. Citizens equipped
with GPS mobile devices act as sensors (Goodchild 2007) and help in the mapping of very
fine details which would otherwise have been impossible. This information is modelled as a
triple (resource, property, value) as defined in the Resource Development Framework (RDF)
model (Manola and Miller 2004). Resource represents the coordinates of a geometric
primitive say, a point. Property corresponds to the tag associated with the resource; although
commonly used tags such as ‘highway’, ‘motorway’ etc. have been provided for
convenience, albeit a new tag suggested by the users can also be accommodated after a vote.
Value contains information about the given tag. The RDF information so generated is made
available in XML Syntax for free download and use under Creative Commons Attribution
Share Alike 2.0 license.
Since its inception the number of registered contributors to OSM is increasing at a fast pace
and so is the volume of the generated geographic information. This database is increasingly
finding several useful applications. Popular services such as Apple Inc., Wikipedia, Flickr,

Foursquare etc., are using OSM to provide some sort of map rendering. Several mapping
projects with specific interests are being undertaken. Some of these include projects targeting
the mapping of border and administrative boundaries, marine, shipping, environment,
humanitarian relief, and accessibility routes for the visually challenged. This plethora of
crucial applications necessitates the validation of accuracy of OSM data.
Several elements to assess the quality of geographic databases were proposed by Girres and
Touya (2010). These include geometric, semantic, logical and temporal accuracy, logical
consistency, completeness, usage and lineage. Mashhadi et al. (2013) found that contextual
factors such as the prevailing socio-economic conditions coupled with population density
determine the completeness of OSM information in a particular region. Helbich et al. (2012)
observed that spatial heterogeneity exists in positional accuracy with clusters of high and low
accuracies.
However, a limitation to most of the studies on OSM is their focus on road networks.
According to Mulligann et. al (2011), “Most of these (OSM) studies do not take geographic
feature types into account. This is for two reasons. First, and in contrast to street networks,
choosing a reference set is difficult. Second, we lack the measures to quantify the degree of
feature type mis-categorization.” This paper presents a novel approach to assess the
inconsistencies in OSM database with respect to several geographic features including the
road networks. It does this by quantifying the logical consistency and semantic accuracy of
the OSM database in terms of topological spatial relationships existing between several
objects such as buildings, roads, water bodies, Points-of-Interests (POIs). A statistical
machine learning approach is used to learn these relationships and observe inconsistencies in
the dataset.
The rest of the paper is divided as follows. Section 2 describes the dataset used in the study.
Section 3 discusses the methodology adopted to determine the semantic accuracy within the
chosen dataset. This is followed by Section 4 where the inferences made from this study are
discussed.
2. Dataset
OpenStreetMap database for Ireland, Europe’s third largest island has been chosen for this
study. The initial analysis is limited to the topological relationship between houses and roads.
For this purpose Maynooth, a small university town towards the north of Ireland, having a
good number of residential buildings in proximity to road network, is chosen. A dataset
comprising of 100 houses surrounded by three roads spread over a 1 kilometer square region
in Maynooth has been extracted on the basis of associated semantic information and is
studied.
3. Methodology
The approach followed to determine the semantic accuracy of the given dataset on the basis
of topological relationships between geographic features is illustrated by means of a
flowchart in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Flowchart describing the steps followed in determining semantic accuracy
In order to generate the topology feature vector, the Dimensionally Extended 9 Intersection
Model (DE-9IM) proposed by Clementini et al. (1993) based on the works of Egenhofer and
Robert (1991) is used. This model defines pair-wise spatial relationships between geometries
of different types as pair-wise intersections of their interior, boundary and exterior and
presents them in a 3 x 3 matrix. This is converted into a 9 x 1 feature vector. It is observed
that a more useful feature vector k with lower dimensions such as k=[k1 , k2 , …, kN ] t where
N<9 can be generated by overlooking some intersections like the intersection between the
exteriors of houses and roads in our example. Figure 2 shows a useful feature vector
generated corresponding to the topological relationship between a house and nearby road.
This topology feature vector is binary in nature.
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Figure 2: Feature vector representing the topological relationship shown in the scene.
Following the approach of unsupervised learning (Barber 2011) and assuming that most of
the topological relationships in the existing OSM database are correct, 70 percent of the
dataset is chosen for training and the remaining is used for testing. Multivariate Bernoulli
distribution is used to learn the topology between a house and a road using the set of training
feature vectors and to estimate the distribution of test feature vector. A slightly simplified
version of the approach followed by Larochelle et al. (2010) and expressed in Equation 1 is
followed.
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The estimation of the N parameters (
) in the above equation is done using the
Maximum Likelihood Estimation. If the estimated parameters lie above a threshold, the
corresponding house and road is said to be correct and the semantics associated with that
particular house are considered accurate.
4. Discussion
An evaluation of this approach is currently under progress the results of which will be

presented at the conference. It is envisaged that a good assessment of OSM quality can be
made by determining the semantic accuracy of the data on the basis of associated topological
information. The removal or correction of the detected inconsistencies can improve the
database. Apart from a statistical machine learning approach to learn the topological
relationships and estimate the inconsistencies, a rule-based learning approach can also be
used to solve this problem.
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